
shoulders and said, " Many are the children of poor
seamstresses and store girls. They have little to eat
themselves, and nothing to give their children ; the
latter are starved and die, often much to their parents'
relief." As I looked at the poor, pale, pinched cheeks
and wasted bodies, and thought of the effects of cholera
infantum, diarrhoea, tubercular enteritis, etc., which
play such sad havoc among our children in large cities,
the thought occurred to me, how much of all this is the
result of the miserable trash with which we delude
ourselves and the poor little innocents committed to
our care, calling it milk forsooth ! Bad air has its
victims by thousands, bad food by its tens of thousands.
In New York City alone, as I am informed by Dr. H.
A. Pooler, the number of deaths among children under
five years of age was reduced 3673 in last year below
that of 1882 in consequence, as he believes, of the im-
provement effected there already in the milk supply,
the adulteration having been lessened to the extent of
100,000 quarts daily.

Various methods have been devised in the effort
to remedy this supply of adulterated milk. Systems
of inspection under governmental authority have been
largely resorted to, and with excellent effect ; they
should be increased and made more stringent. But
they are cumbersome and expensive, and too often fail
to protect the very classes that need it most. The Ayles-
bury Dairy Company in London has a most efficient
and extensive system of inspection and delivery, but
this must increase the cost to the consumer. In Paris
a Mr. D'Arcy has successfully introduced the method
of supply in glass bottles ; aud in New York Mr. F.
Ratchford Starr has done the same ; while in Boston
Mr. Burnett and others I believe are largely engaged
in distributing milk by the same method. I have also
been doing so in Philadelphia since 1878, and my ex-

ample there was followed by a number of others, so
that I feel justified by the results of experience in
urging the members of our profession and others who
are interested in the welfare and health of the com-

munity to endeavor to extend the use of milk shipped
iu glass jars.

The method which I have adopted, for which the
Agricultural Society of Pennsylvania awarded me an

honorary diploma in 1879, is as follows :
—The cows are well fed, and kept clean : before being

milked the udders are always thoroughly freed from
dirt. The milk when drawn is strained into a large
can in which is suspended a smaller one filled with ice
and salt, so as to cool it as rapidly as possible. It is
then thoroughly stirred, so as to equalize the distribu-
tion of cream ; and from a faucet at the bottom of the
large can the milk is drawn into quart jars, each of
which is then closed and sealed with a label bearing
the name and address of the producer and the date of
shipment ; twenty jars are then packed in a box and
sent to the city. The empty jars of the previous day
are returned, cleansed, and prepared for shipment
again.

The advantages of this method over the usual one

among us in large caus are : —

(1.) The milk must be clean ; any dirt would show
at the bottom of the jar.

(2.) It is free from contamination by foul air, etc., in
transit, as the jars are hermetically sealed.
j (3.) Each customer gets an exact quart, as the jars
must be filled to prevent " churning."

(4.) Each customer gets his own share of cream,

neither more nor less, as it is put up before the cream
has a chance to separate.

(5.) It is for the interest of each producer to send the
best article he can, as his reputation—aud therefore
the price he gets

—

depends upon the quality of the
article which bears his name ; and he can guarantee to
the consumer, as long as his label is undisturbed, the
quality of the article furnished.

And this brings us to the consideration of a most
important point. As I have shown, good milk costs
four cents a quart to produce ; but the competition of
trade often drives the wholesale price down to three
and a half or three cents. In the eyes of the dealer
and too often of the too close-buying customer milk is
only milk

—

all milk is alike
—

and the honest man
who sends whole (pure) milk gets no more for it than
his neighbor who removes half the cream, or adds a
little water " to pay the freight." So long as this is
the case in the estimation of the community, so long
may they expect to be imposed upon. Just as soon as

they recognize the justice and propriety of paying their
milk producers in proportion to the quality and value
of the article sold there will be no difficulty in having
on our tables in large cities milk just as pure, just as

good, just as sweet, nutritious, and wholesome, as if
taken immediately from the spring house in the coun-

try. There is a difference too
—

and a great difference
— in the milk produced by different breeds of cattle.
Those commonly known among us may be divided into
three groups : the Jersey, or Channel Island ; the
Devons, or long-horns ; and the Durhams, or short-
horn. The latter yield abundantly a rather pale blue
milk moderately rich in casein, but not in cream or

sugar. The Jerseys yield a smaller quantity of milk,
rich in yellow cream, but poor in casein and sugar.
The Devons, or long-horned red cattle, yield a white
milk nearly equal to the Jerseys in cream, and very
rich in casein and sugar, and hence having the highest
nutritive value. Next to them comes that from grade
Jerseys : next, that from good common cows. That
from pure Jerseys is deficient in casein, that from pure
Durhams is watery.

I have thus, 1 think, called your attention to a mat-
ter of vital importance, and tried to show the way out
of the great difficulties which surround the distribution
of milk

—

pure milk
—

in large cities. The measure
of success which has attended this method aud its
more and more extensive adoption lead me to hope
that in the not distant future its cleanliness and supe-
riority in every respect will put an end to the present
milk-can system with all its dirt and liability to fraud
and deception.

THE MILK SUPPLY OF BOSTON, AND THE
BENEFIT TO BE DERIVED FROM THE SPAY-
ING OF COWS.1

BY MR. LLOYD F. ABBOTT.

The milk supply of Boston may be divided into
three classes : first, that brought in on the cars, and
commonly called railroad milk; second, that brought
iu wagons from the surrounding country, and called
out-of-town milk ; third, that from cows kept within
the city limits. Each one of these may be divided

1 Read before the Section for Clinical Medicine, Pathology, and
Hygiene of the Suffolk District Medical Society, February 27,
1884.
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into three classes : first, from the new milch cow; sec-

ond, from the farrow cow, or one that has been milked
for a year or more ; third, from a springer, or one
with calf. The nature of the new milk is very loosen-
ing ; it is well known among farmers that the first
milkings given to a calf three or four weeks old will
scour it to death. This milk changes as it increases in
age, until at the end of a year the milk of a farrow
cow becomes very astringent. This milk, if given to
a calf a week old, would have exactly the opposite
effect of the other. The milk of the springer gradu-
ally changes until near calving ; it becomes more

watery, and has a limey taste.
Let us first consider the railroad milk. The dis-

tance from the city and the number of hands through
which this passes (all of which have to be paid) make
the farmers' returns small. The difference between a
farrow cow milked out and a new milch cow is usually
from twenty to twenty-five dollars ; the farmer can better
afford to let his cows go dry from two to three months
than to pay the difference. Railroad milk is there-
fore mostly produced from new milch cows and spring-
ers. Let us visit Mr. B.'s dairy. He makes milk the
year round and has cows coming in constantly. Some
cows may be milked up to the time of calving, but in
most cases they will go dry from one to three months,
—

usually about two,
—

and will give but little milk
for some time before. The low price that Mr. B. re-
ceives for his milk and the loss he sustains while his
cow is giving none, make it necessary for him to use
all that he can of it. This, together with the fact that
he does not see or know the parties who use it, makes
it natural that he should send to market milk that he
would not use himself. Mr. B. commences to milk at
one end of the barn ; the first cow may be a new
milch cow, possibly the first milkings, and will fill, or

nearly fill, a can. The next may be a farrow cow that
has been milked for a year or more, or may be a

springer about to calve ; in either case will give but
little, and it will take the milk of two or three of them to
fill a can. Therefore the milk from the same dairy may
be of the greatest possible extremes. Mr. B., having
finished his milking, the milk being at a temperature
of 100° F., sets it in cold water, which will reduce the
temperature to about 55° F. or 50° F. The milk is
thus disposed of for the night. The morning's milk-
ing is managed in the same way, perhaps with the ex-

ception that the collector comes before there is time
to cool the milk off. It is then placed in a wagon and
carried from one to seven or eight miles to the depot, by
which time the milk is thoroughly shaken up and the
temperature has risen several degrees. If the car starts
from this place the milk may be put on and iced imme-
diately ; otherwise it must wait until the train comes

along, and reach a still higher temperature. When on
board the cars, it is iced, and by the time it has reached
the city, from eight to ten A. M., the temperature has
been reduced to 50° F. or 45° F. It is then taken
from the car to the milk stable, where it remains usu-

ally from one to two hours before it is prepared for the
consumer and iced. Iu the mean time the temperature
has risen several degrees. The milk remains in the
ice chest until two or three o'clock the next morning,
when the temperature has been again reduced several
degrees. It is then loaded on the wagon and delivered
to the consumer. If there is any left over it is taken
home, iced, and used the next day. This milk, there-
fore, is from twenty-four to thirty-six hours old before it

«

reaches the consumer, and what is left over has twenty-
four hours more added to it, and still people wonder
why milk does not keep longer. This is the supply
which reaches the city from eight to ten A. m. There
are cars which reach the city from one to three A. m.,
which bring the milk of the night and morning before ;
a part of this is used the same day, but most is not
used until the following day. It therefore may be used
twelve hours fresher, but oftener twelve hours older,
than that reaching the city earlier in the day.

As this milk comes from so great a distance it does
not pay to carry out brewery graius or refuse vegeta-
bles from the markets. The cows are fed on such
fodder as is raised in the nighborhood and on meal or
shorts. But the milk dealer in the city is so far from
his source of supply that he knows but little or any
more about the cows or the condition they are in, or upon
what they are fed, than the person who uses the milk.

The producer of the " out-of-town milk," being nearer
the city, receives more for his milk, which, together with
the extra risk of miscarriage from the effects of feed-
ing on brewery grains, makes it about an even thing
with him whether he changes his cows once in twelve
or eighteen months, or has them "come in " in that
time. This milk is from new milch, farrow, and
springer cows, and is produced to a great extent from
brewery grains ; it receives very nearly the same care
as the " railroad" milk until it reaches the stable of
the dealer instead of going to the depot. The driver of
this team starts from twelve to one o'clock a. m., which
makes it impossible to bring in the morning's milk,
and as the milking is the last chore at night, but few of
the out-of-town men raising their own milk, and the
dairies being scattered, milk is usually collected in the
morning for the next day. It will be seen that the
" out-of-town "

man may bring in the milk of the night
before, but as a rule does not ; it is usually from twenty-
four to thirty-six hours old. As the " out-of-town "

man goes home in the heat of the day, often reaching it
at three or four o'clock, it is impossible for him to keep
his surplus over. He has a certain poor neighborhood
where he skippers his surplus milk, that is, sells it on
the street, or from door to door, from a third to a half
less than the usual price, often making up the differ-
ence with water, and the poor will buy it because it is
cheap, though not so good. Several years ago, when
milk was selling for eight cents per quart, I knew one
man who used to make his extra milk one half water,
and sell it for five cents per quart, thus making a " good
thing " of it.

The milk raised in the city should be divided into
two classes : first, that from cows kept to produce milk
for market ; and, second, that of cows kept for family
use. The first class is found near breweries, or near the
salt marshes, and to a great extent the food is brewery
grains and rotten potatoes, or other refuse vegetables.
Many who have cows keep a team to haul brewery
grains and go around the market aud collect refuse
vegetables. The Milk Inspector, in one of his reports,
mentions finding rotten potatoes in a milk stable, but
as he did not find the cows eating them did not con-
sider it a case with which he could interfere. This
milk may be, and often is, delivered to the consumer
warm from the cow, but is thinner in quality, and will
not keep as long as milk from cows fed on whole grain,
grass, or hay. In fact, the milk partakes to a great
extent of the substance on which the cow is fed. The
dealer realizes a good price for his milk, and can better
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afford to pay twenty or twenty-five dollars difference in
changing his cows than to keep one three or four
months that is giving little or no milk. This milk is
produced mainly from new milch cows, farrows, and
light springers. It is the custom with this class of
milk producers to buy a new milch cow and keep her
farrow a year or more, and then get her with calf,
which gives her a more suitable plumpness, by which
means she is disposed of with better advantage to the
butcher.

The second class of city cows are those kept for
family use, usually well fed, and often overfed. A
person wishing a cow for family use, not being posted
in the market and no judge of a cow, usually pays a

high price; if he is fortunate and secures a good one,
he receives a good supply of rich milk. If he keeps
a daily record of the amount of milk obtained, he will
find that once in about three weeks there will be a

time, sometimes affecting three milkings, that the cow
will not give more than one half or two thirds as much
as usual, aud that after each one of these turns there
will be a gradual decrease, until at the end of a year
she will not give one half as much as at first, and that
not nearly as good. Not giving much milk, and con-

stantly giving less, she must be disposed of for beef at
a loss, or, if the owner wishes to keep her and have
her come in once a year, he must have her got with
calf three months after she has come in, when the milk
will decrease in quantity as well as in quality. To sum

up, the owner of a cow under these circumstances
is sapping the milk which he intended for his family
for six or seven months, and going without for two or
three mouths, for the purpose of getting his cow to
give milk again and producing a calf, which, although
the material he has consumed, if devoted to milk, would
be worth a great many dollars, will scarcely bring
a dollar, aud often has to be given away. Besides
this, the owner Iibs to run the risk of his cow's com-

ing in in bad shape, or of miscarriage. There is no
domestic animal so liable to accidents of this kind as
the cow, owing to her being milked, a disadvantage
which no other domestic animal labors under. In
such a case she will give little or no milk.

What I propose as a means of improving the qual-
ity of the milk, and at the same time reducing the
cost of production, is the spaying of cows for milk, an

operation but little known even among veterinary sur-

geons. After two years' experience and inquiry I
have been unable to find any one iu Boston familiar with
the operation. It consists of removing the ovaries
from a new milch cow, which takes away all desire or

ability for reproduction, and makes of her a constant
milker ever after. These are some of the advantages
gained by the operation : first, an increase in the quan-
tity of milk, as the animal has nothing else to do
but give milk or grow fat, and by giving milk-produc-
ing food the quantity may be increased a third. Sec-
ondly, the certainty of having a constant supply of
milk of the same quality. Thirdly, producing a richer
milk and of even quality, as the animal is always in
the same condition, all causes of change having been
removed ; this alone is inestimable in its advantages to
the sick, or delicate childreu. Without this operation
milk obtained from a new milch cow under the most fa-
vorable circumstances will vary much ; once in three
weeks there will be a time often affecting three milkings
that the milk is at fever heat, and will not keep as long
by oue third as when the animal is in the ordinary con-

dition. It is not an uncommon occurrence for a person
in delicate health, or a child, fed on a milk diet,
although the milk be from one cow, and the greatest
possible care taken of it, to have a bad day or a fever-
ish night, for which no reason can be assigned, but which
may be traced to such a cause as this. Fourthly, de-
crease in the cost of keeping, for by the operation
causes are removed which produce waste of material
that now goes to milk. Fifthly, by this operation
cows may be kept for years, giving the same quantity
of milk, thus avoiding the loss sustained while the cow
is dry and the liability to accidents during calving.
Sixthly, the spayed cow fattens more easily, its flesh
is better thau that of the ox, more tender and more

juicy ; indeed, no one is ignorant of the fact that all
domestic animals, female as well as male, deprived of
their procreative organs, fatten more quickly than those
that retain them, and the flesh of the spayed female
is more tender and juicy than that of the male. By
this means the farmer will realize a better price for his
cows when they have passed their days of usefulness
as milkers, and the public will be protected from a

practice often resorted to by farmers to obtain the
best possible price for old cows, that is, to bring them
to the bull, intending that gestation should give them
more suitable plumpness, so that they may be disposed
of to better advantage to the butcher. The result
of this is mere bloated, flabby flesh, which easily
taints ; broth made from it is not rich, and is without
flavor.

I first became interested in this operation early in
1880, through information obtained from a work trans-
lated from the French. I afterwards obtained other
treatises on this subject, and soon became convinced of
the advantages to be obtained by it. I made inquiries
among veterinary surgeons, but could find none familiar
with the operation. While making inquiries upon this
subject I learned that Hon. Josiah Quincy had had
the operation performed at his farm in Quincy nearly
twenty years ago. I was told that it was a failure.
To ascertain the facts in the case, I called on him at
his home. He told me that spaying was performed
under the direction of his foreman, and that although
he lost a number of cows by the operation he con-
sidered it a success, and of great benefit to both the
producer and the consumer of the milk ; that the
cows continued to give a large quantity of milk for a
number of years, and that the milk was of a superior
quality. It is by his permission that I refer to this.
He also informed me that at oue time he thought of
publishing an article calling the attention of the
public to the advantages of this method of producing
milk.

My experience teaches me that it will increase the
flow of milk and also improve the quality, and that
although there will be a slight decrease at the end of a

year, the daily average will be equal to that given at
the time of the operation. I have one cow that was

spayed in November, 1880, was then giving ten and
-one half quarts per day, and now, after nineteen

months of constant milking, nine and a half quarts, and
she now comes to the barn every night with milk flow-
ing from her bag. To make a comparison : I have
talked with those who have had a longer experience in
keeping cows than I have. They all agree that this
is a liberal estimate : a cow giving fourteen quarts of
milk when she comes in is an extra good one ; that at
the end of ten months (she coming in once a year) she
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would not be giving more than three or four quarts,
and that not suitable for use, at which time she should
be dried off and not milked the other two months ; or
that an average of nine quarts a day for ten months
and none the other two months is all that could be ex-

pected, and that this result can be obtained only under
the most favorable circumstances. This would give
2736 quarts. Now I claim that under this operation a

cow giving fourteen quarts may be made to average
that for three hundred and sixty-five days in the year,
as she would increase enough after the operation to
make up for any slight shrinkage at the end of the
year, making 5110 quarts against 2736 aud also better
milk.

I do not wish to lead any one to think that this oper-
ation is without risk, but after two years of practical
experience I am convinced that the risk, when the
operation is properly performed, is less than in ordinary
cases of calving.

A YEAR'S EXPERIENCE IN TRACHEOTOMY.
BY GEORGE W. GAY, M. D.

Döring the year 1883 I performed tracheotomy
twenty-one times for croup. Eleven patients recovered.
AU but oue, a fatal case, were treated in the City Hos-
pital. The cases were not selected, every one coming
under our charge being operated upon if requiring it.

Many of the patients had diphtheritic croup, a few
membranous, and, occasionally, it was not easy to make
an exact diagnosis. Cases presenting enlarged glands
and a nasal discharge early in the disease were un-

doubtedly diphtheritic. On the contrary, cases begin-
ning as an ordinary cold, with no membrane visible
in the fauces, no septic symptoms, but having a severe
and constant dyspnoea, were called membranous croup.
It is not of the utmost importance that much time be
spent in discussing the difference between the two va-
rieties of croup, considering the fact that both are ex-

tremely dangerous to life, and that both demand essen-

tially the same treatment. Suffice it to say, that all of
the cases presented severe and continued dyspnoea, due
to an acute laryngeal obstruction of from one to five
days' duration.

One patient was twenty-four years old (died) ; the
age of the others varied from eleven months to nine
years ; a majority were four or five years old. The
youngest who recovered was three.

The duration of the disease at the time of the opera-
tion ranged from one to eight days ; the dyspnoea from
one to five days. As a rule the shorter the period of
obstructed respiration the more favorable the result.

No ether was used in eight cases, and only a few
whiffs in the others ; merely enough being given to par-
tially control the struggling and fright. Generally the
patient had rallied from the anassthetic before the tube
was secured in its place.

Two children died of shock and septicaemia a few
hours after the operation ; the other fatal cases sur-
vived from two to five days. None died from hasmor-
rhage. Death resulted from either bronchitis or blood-
poisoning. Every case but one derived more or less
temporary relief from opening the trachea, and, so far
as I know, no life was shortened by the operation.
The upper rings of the trachea were usually incised,
and also the isthmus of the thyroid, if necessary. In
a baby lately operated on at the age of nine months

the cricoid cartilage was divided with the result of
greatly facilitating the introduction of the tube.

Venous haemorrhage was quite free in many cases,
but no trouble was ever experienced from blood get-
ting into the bronchi. By inserting a tenaculum or
hook into the trachea just below the cricoid cartilage
and lifting it up the windpipe is under control, aud it
is not necessary that the rings be exposed before
they are divided. At all events I have not found it to
be so iu many of my later operations. Beginners, how-
ever, had better see the riugs before they cut them.
The tube having been secured by tape, a piece of cot-
ton flannel spread with cosmoliue is placed between
the plate and the skin to prevent irritation.

After Treatment. Milk, ice cream, and beef tea were
the favorite articles of food. Nourishment was also
administered by the rectum. Alcohol was never given
unless the patient exhibited symptoms of marked ex-

haustion, when champagne was added to the diet.
Several of the successful cases received no liquor dur-
ing the treatment. Quinine and aromatic spirits of
ammonia were given in every instance, while iron and
chlorate of potash were not resorted to.

Next to nourishment, I consider steam to be the most
important part of the treatment. It is conducted
from the radiator through a rubber tube, and directed
upon the neck of the patient. The vapor is warm,
moist, and does not condense in sufficient quantity to
saturate the clothing. Atomized or medicated liquids
are not used at present. Lime water often produced a

disagreeable erythema of the face, and thinking that
possibly it might act as an irritant to the air passages,
pure steam was substituted, and so far it seems to act
as favorably as did auy of the sprays formerly in
vogue.

In all cases the patient received steam half the time,
while to the more serious it was constantly supplied.
The very great benefit derived from breathing the warm

vapors was demonstrated beyond a doubt in many in-
stances. Under its use the secretion would soften, the
respiration would become easier, the child would be-
come quiet, and fall asleep. The importance of a con-
stant and generous supply of steam cannot be over-
estimated in this affection.

In the favorable cases the tube was worn from six
to fifteen days; the average time being nine days and a
half.

 

I have found the most satisfactory way of get-
ting rid of the tube to be as follows : At the end of a

week, if the respiration is free, the tube is taken out
quietly, and the child is let alone. No trials are made
to see if he can breathe through his mouth. As the
trachéal wound contracts natural breathing through the
larynx is gradually restored. With one exception this
plan has worked well. In the case of a little girl, after
the tube had been taken out, occasional attacks of
dyspnoea would come on, which were relieved by the
nurse's opening the wound with the dilator, and turn-
ing on more steam. The child soon learned to call for
this instrument whenever she felt an attack approach-
ing. The use of the tube was not again resorted to,
and in a few days the dyspnoea ceased, and the patient
recovered.

I cannot close this paper without calling attention to
the very great importance of having intelligent, skill-
ful, and devoted nurses in charge of these patients.
Two sets are necessary, one for the day and another
for the night, and they should have received special in-
struction in taking care of the tube, and also in re-
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